Various isotopomers of the free dibridged disilyne molecule, Si(H,)Si, have been observed by millimeter-and submillimeter-wave spectroscopy in a silane-argon plasma produced by an abnormal electric discharge. In order to make measurement of the weak absorption lines possible a novel computer processing treatment has been developed. From the molecular constants measured for 28Si(H2)28Si 2gSi(H2)28Si, 3oSi(H2)28Si, and 28Si(D2)28Si an accurate substitution structure has been deduced with r,(Si-Si)=2.2154 A, r,(Si-H)= 1.6680 A, and L(HSiSiH)= 104.22". The spectrum analysis and the structure determination have been aided by correlated level ab initio calculations resulting in accurate estimates of the equilibrium geometry and rotational constants, the cubic force field, the quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants, and the inversion barrier height of dibridged disilyne. The barrier to inversion of the "butterfly-type" Si(H,)Si molecule must be relatively high as no splitting due to inversion could be experimentally observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
High resolution spectroscopy is one of the conventional ways to obtain information about molecular energy levels and structures. Millimeter-wave (MMW) spectroscopy is inherently a very high resolution technique and makes possible the analysis of rotational and large amplitude vibrational motions of relatively small molecules in the gas phase. It leads to the determination of precise molecular parameters which can be employed to obtain an accurate estimate of equilibrium structures.
Due to the importance of species such as radicals, ions, and reactive molecules in the interstellar and circumstellar chemistry,172 MMW and sub-MMW spectroscopy of reactive species has developed simultaneously with radio astronomy. The discovery of silicon compounds such as Sic,, Sic, and SiC4,3-5 in the carbon-rich circumstellar envelope IRC + 10216, indicated novel, intriguing features of silicon chemistry. Therefore, laboratory studies of silane and acetylene plasmas have been performed.s-7 The importance of the processes leading to the formation of amorphous silicon films by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or by plasma enhanced CVD in the microelectronics industry resulted in further interest in the special characteristics of silicon chemistry.
Certain differences between silicon and carbon chemistry lead to striking bridged structures of some unsaturated silicon compounds. These structures involve three center two electron bonds which are well known in molecules involving electron-deficient atoms, such as boron,' but quite little is known experimentally about such bonds in molecules containing group-IV elements. The only experimental result available is related to protonated acetylene, which has been investigated by infrared (lR) ' and MMW spectroscopy," and by Coulomb-explosion experiments. " One of the simplest unsaturated silicon compounds is
Si,H,, the formal all-silicon analog of acetylene. While the first spectroscopic evidence for disilyne was presented only in 1991,12 theoretical investigations on the molecule have a much longer history. Early ab initio studies13-16 suffered from the use of small basis sets and lack of electron correlation treatments. More recent ab initio studies'7-24 all revealed that sometimes even relatively small changes in the electron correlation treatments and basis sets have a substantial effect on the actual characteristic of the potential energy surface of Si,H2. Thus, it is not surprising that the theoretical studies of the seventies13,14 erroneously predicted a linear, D,, symmetry configuration as the global minimum. Some years later, Snyder et aZ.15 determined the geometries of five Si,Hz conformers on the lowest singlet surface. Their results, obtained at the Hartree-Fock (HF) and generalized valencebond (GVB) levels of theory employing small basis sets, include: (a) the lowest energy form is disilavinylidene, HzSiSi; (b) the linear form has the highest energy among the five conformers studied; and (c) these calculations were the first to indicate the existence of a bridged isomer, Si(H,)Si. In the first detailed ab initio study, employing more extended basis sets and treatments for electron correlation of the lowlying structural isomers of the lowest singlet and triplet surfaces of Si,H,, Lischka and K&ler17 provided firm evidence that the global minimum on the singlet surface belongs to the nonplanar dibridged isomer, Si(H,)Si. This result was later confirmed in other theoretical studies.
18-24 Binkley'g compared the relative stability of the various conformers of Si,Hz to that of C2H2 and concluded that the absence of a stable linear form for Si,H, indicated that silicon is unwilling to participate in triple bonds. Clabo and Schaefe?' mentioned Si2H2 in a work on hexasilabenzene and calculated the structural parameters for its various isomers. The most complete theoretical work on the isomers of Si2H2 is due to Colegrove and Schaefer,2' who performed calculations at the self- consistent field (SCF) and configuration interaction singles and doubles (CISD) levels of theory using double-zeta plus polarization (DZP) and triple-zeta plus double polarization (TZ2P) basis sets. They found four stable structural isomers, the global minimum being the dibridged form which was experimentally observed in MMW spectroscopy by Bogey et al.." Moreover, they discovered a new, astonishingly stable structure, whose relative energy, compared to Si(H,)Si, was calculated to be rather small, only 10.8 kcal/ mol. This so-called bridged-2 form has been experimentally observed in the Lille group" and was renamed to monobridged Si,Ha." Curtiss et aLz made a theoretical study on a number of Si,H, compounds and their results corroborated those of Colegrove and Schaefer2* on Si(H2)Si. Using stateof-the-art methodology, Handy and co-workersz4 calculated the ground state rotational constants and the infrared spectrum of Si(HJSi.
In this paper, we report a detailed spectroscopic and ab initiu study of dibridged disilyne, Si(HJSi. The observation of MMW spectra of several isotopomers [28Si(H2)28Si, 29Si(H2)28Si, 3oSi(H2)28Si, and 28Si(Da)28Si] led to the determination of an accurate set of molecular parameters, from which a substitution rs structure has been deduced. The spectrum analysis and the determination of molecular parameters have been aided by correlated level ab initio calculations, resulting in accurate estimates of the equilibrium geometry, rotational constants, cubic force field, quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants, and inversion barrier height of Si(Hz)Si. Finally, splitting of the rovibrational levels of Si(H&, due to an inversion-type large amplitude motion, is discussed based on group-theoretical arguments and ab initio data.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Experimental setup
The MMW spectrum of very short-lived species can be detected only if these species are produced directly in the observation cell within a plasma excited by a dc glow discharge.
The observation cell consists of a 2.5 m long, 5 cm internal diameter Pyrex tube. Both ends are closed by two Teflon windows at the Brewster incidence to improve transmission and minimize standing waves. The temperature of the gas can be reduced to 77 K (without discharge) by flowing liquid nitrogen through a jacket surrounding the cell. Condensable gases are introduced through a small axial glass tube drilled all along its length.
The best conditions to observe the different isotopomers of Si(HJSi were P(SiH4)=30 mTorr (measured at room temperature) and P&r)=20 mTorr. The "abnormal" glow discharge12 can be characterized by V= 3 kV and I= 10 n-A. Si(D2)Si was produced employing the same experimental conditions as above and replacing SiH4 by SiD,. Detection of reactive species which are always produced in low concentration requires a spectrometer with very high sensitivity. The Lille group has recently completed development of a new version of a computer-controlled spectrometer described below.
carcinotrons allows achievement of very high sensitivity (typically 10e8 cm-' for a 10 Hz bandwidth detection).
Detection is achieved by a helium cooled InSb detector from QMC Instruments. The emission of all the millimeter and submillimeter sources are frequency modulated at 40 kHz, while the signal is demodulated at twice this frequency providing a second derivative line shape. Below 340 GHz, harmonic generation from klystrons or Gunn oscillators emitting in the 50-75 GHz frequency range is used. The sources are phase locked on the emission of a 12-18 GHz synthesizer (Giga Instrument) by comparing the IF frequency beat near 320 MHz with the emission of a 3325B Hewlett-Packard synthesizer. Small frequency scans are obtained by sweeping the emission of the HP synthesizer. For large frequency scans the same technique is used together with step incrementation of the Giga synthesizer.
A HP 9000-310 microcomputer is interfaced through a microprocessor to a A/D converter, and also drives the synthesizers. It automatically sweeps the frequency of the MMW source and simultaneously records the spectrum. It is then possible to use computer processing to improve the S/N ratio and to measure the frequency of the lines.
B. Computer-controlled data processing
Above 340 GHz, two carcinotrons from Thomson CSF In this type of experiment, the major limitation to sensiemitting in the 340-470 GHz frequency range are used.
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The most efficient ways-to calculate this correlation is to use a procedure based on a-fast Fourier transform (FFT) rotitin&Howevei-, this invdlves the approximation that the signals observed are periodic. Since, this is not true for the experimental spectrum, one first needs to smooth its start and its end to the same value in order to remove any discontinuity that would affect the PPT treatment.
The FFT calculations are made using a conventional routinez6 that allows simultaneous calculation of the FFT of the spectrum and of the reference line shape. This FPT calculation supposes to extend the data up to 2" points (where n is an integer), and to proceed to some special ordering of these data. Just before doing the inverse FFT that gives the final result, some additional low-and high-pass filters are used to remove the residual noise (see Fig. 2 ).
The treatment described does not preserve the original line shapes. Nevertheless, the principal advantage of second derivative line profiles is that their visual appearance is maintained after correlation and thus facilitates the interpretation of a treated spectrum.
Lines are extracted, as well as any sample of the record that accidentally looks like a line. In the case of the search for very weak lines, one can overcome this problem by comparing two successive scans of the same frequency range after and, of course, before treatment. Furthermore, to improve the contrast between extracted lines and the residual noise, one can use an adjustable nonlinear scale for the intensity. Figure 3 shows a typical scan before and after data processing.
C. Film deposition by silane plasma
In order to ascertain whether the characteristics of the glow discharge employed in this study differ from those used in the studies of a-Si:H alloys, the infrared spectrum of a film deposited on a crystalline silicon wafer placed into the cell during the spectroscopic experiments has been measured. The spectrum obtained is rather similar to that obtained by Lucovsk.y et al." at approximately the same temperature (-125 "C) (Fig. 4) with the addition of a perturbative contribution from connected triple excitations [CC,W(T)].~~,~~ In some cases, designated CISD+Q, the Davidson correction4* was appended to the CISD energy to estimate the unlinked cluster contribution from quadruple excitations. In the cases labeled MP@J, the exact correlation energy (E,,,) within a given one-particle basis set was estimated by extrapolating the MP series according to the formula E,,,=(E,+ E,)l ( 1 -EdEd 4g,50 where E, represents the nth-order correction to the electronic energy.
Not all the electrons have been correlated explicitely in the MP, CI, and CC calculations: The ten lowest-energy corelike orbitals (corresponding to Is, 2s, and 2p for Si, and Is for H) and the two highest-energy virtual orbitals (corresponding to 1 s* of H) were always excluded.
The program packages psrsl and ACES II" have been utilized for the electronic structure calculations.
Group theory53-55 has been used to determine the number of geometry parameters (3), and independent quadratic (9) and cubic (20) force constants (see Table I ). The symmetry coordinates of dibridged S&H2 are listed in Table II . The geometries were optimized by analytic gradient methods (SCF and CISD) until the largest internal coordinate force was smaller than 10m7 mdyn (Table RI) . The DZP SCF and TZ2P CISD cubic force fields were derived from analytic first derivative calculations using appropriate finite difference formulas (Table IV) . To avoid complications resulting from the nonzero force dilemmas6 the force fields were evaluated at the respective optimized geometries. Transformation of the anharmonic force fields between the different coordinate systems was performed using the program INTDER.56 '57 Calculation of the spectroscopic constants was performed using well-known formulas obtained from second-order perturbation theory58-6' ( Table V) . The results concerning the inversion barrier height are given in Table VI . Bogey et al.: Spectroscopy of dibridged Si2H, isotopomers TABLE VIII. Rotational frequencies of dibridged 2gSi(H2)28Si and 3oSi(H,)2*Si (in MHz) with the differences Af=f,-f, (in MHz). The standard deviations of the fits are (r=54 and 61 kHz, 
IV. RESULTS
A. Analysis of the spectra and molecular structure
Extending the first detection of dibridged disilyne by the Lille group, l2 a total of 106 c-type rotational transitions of Si(H&Si, characterized by JC38 and K,=S3, have been observed in this study (see Table VII ).
Owing to the C,, symmetry of Si(H,)Si, its structure is completely determined by three parameters (cf . Tables I and  III) and a rO structure could be deduced from the experimental rotational constants Ao, Ba, and Cc. In order to confirm the molecular identification, this structure has been used to predict the spectra of the other isotopomers 28Si(H2)2gSi, 28Si(H,)30Si, and 28Si(D2)28Si.
from experiment by a factor of 3 and now AJK does not have the correct sign. These problems should probably be traced back to the occasional sensitivity of the calculated centrifugal distortion constants to small differences in the force fields and in the underlying geometries determined at different levels of theory.63 Concerning the three sextic centrifugal distortion constants which could be determined experimentally, the agreement between experiment and theory is satisfactory for both species.
The spectra of the 2gSi and 3oSi substituted species were observed in natural abundance (4.70% and 3.09%, respectively), and the frequencies of 19 and 12 transitions were measured (see Table VIII ). For Si(D,)Si, a total number of 60 lines characterized by JS24 and K,s5, have been measured (see Table IX ).
Observation of the isotopically substituted forms confirms undoubtedly the identification of Si(H,)Si and its dibridged structure (Fig. 5) . The rotational constants determined for the four species (Table X) were employed to determine a rs substitution structure for Si(H,)Si. The structural parameters obtained are compared in Table III with the p. and ab initio results. The overall agreement between experiment and theory is remarkably good. Note that the extremely small differences between the r, and TZ2P CISD structures are due to a fortuitous error cancellation at this level of theory. The lines of these various isotopomers have been fitted to Watson's A-reduced Hamiltonian.
The molecular constants obtained are presented in Table X . They are in good agreement with theoretical values both for Si(H2)Si and Si(D,)Si (see Table V ). They also compare favorably with the ab initio values of Grev and Schaefe?2 and of Hiihn et aZ.24 in the case of Si(HJSi (Table V) . The few largerthan-usual differences between theory and experiment observed for certain centrifugal distortion constants are worth discussing. One of them concerns the very small 8, constant: while the TZ2P CISD and TZ2P+f BD24 values for Si(H2)Si do not have the correct sign, Grev and Schaefe?2 obtained the good sign at their AN0 CCSD(T) level, but their absolute value is two times smaller than the experimental one. Furthermore, for Si(D2)Si the TZ2P CISD value of 8, differs
B. Barrier to inversion
The butterfly structure of Si(H,)Si makes possible an inversion-type large amplitude motion. The complete nuclear permutation-inversion (CNPI) group of Si(H.JSi, which contains all permutations and permutation inversions of the two identical nuclei H and Si, is composed of eight operations: E, (12), Cab), (12)(ab), E*, (12)*, Cab)", ad (12)Cab)" where operations (12) and (ab) represent the permutation of the two equivalent protons and silicons, respectively, and E* is the inversion operation. This group, denoted as g2h(M), is isomorphic with the g2h point group, which corresponds to the planar reference configuration of Si(H,)Si at the midpoint of the hypothetical tunneling motion. It contains the shows that each of the rovibronic states of Si(HJSi can be split into two nondegenerate sublevels by tunneling between the two (A) and (B) forms. The nuclear spin wave functions of Si(H,)Si generate the representation 3A,$ B,,. The usual arguments show that the symmetry of the complete internal wave function of 28Si(H2)28Si can only correspond to either the B2g or BPu species. Consequently, only the rotational states belonging to the A&U and B2g,2r( symmetry species are populated; the others are missing. The pure rotational spectrum (pu, type) is that of a rigid asymmetric top with a dipole moment of A,, species. Using these results and the symmetry species of the rotational levels in Z?2V(M), one can conclude that no splitting can be observed in this case. For the isotopically substituted 28Si(D2)28Si, the nuclear spin wave functions generate the representation 6A,@3B2, and the allowed irreducible representations of the complete internal wave function are either A, or A,. The same sublevels are populated for 28Si(D2)28Si and no splitting can be observed. For the isotopomers 2gSi(H2)28Si id 30Si(H2)28Si, the CNPI group gz,(M) is {E, (12), E*, (12)*} and the MS group [gs(M)] of one of the two (A) or (B) form is {E, (12)*}, isomorphic to the gs point group. The reverse correlation table from EW> to G,wf):
shows that the rovibronic states of 2gSi(H2)28Si or 3oSi(H2)28Si are split into two nondegenerate sublevels. The nuclear spin wave functions generate the representation 3A 1 @ B, and, in that case, there are no missing levels. Then, a splitting is predicted with a 1:3 intensity ratio.
The predicted intensity ratio of the two components of a rotational line J', KL, KL+.l", Kz, Kz in 28Si(H2)28Si, 2gSi(H2)28Si, 30Si(H2)28Si, and 28Si(D2)28Si are However, no splitting has been experimentally observed for 2gSi(H2)28Si and 30Si(HJ28Si. Then, ab initio calculations have been performed to explain this. State-of-the-art ab initio calculations of barrier heights are known to be highly accurate.@.@ The one-dimensional inversion coordinate of Si(HJSi was chosen to be the distance between the Si***Si and H.--H midpoints.66 Consequently, the barrier height of this inversion motion calculated ab initio corresponds to the energy difference between the CzU equilibrium structure of Si(H,)Si and the planar dibridged transition state of D,, symmetry. Since the TZ2P CISD optimized geometry almost coincides with the Y, structure of Si(H,)Si determined in this study, all single-point barrier height calculations, reported in Table VI were chosen to be performed at this geometry and at the TZ2P CISD optimized Dab structure (for the latter structure, rsi_si=2.3641 A, and 'si-H= 1.5871 A). Although the calculated barrier heights differ considerably at the different levels of theory (the largest value, 7457 cm-', was obtained at the 6-31G" SCF level, while the smallest one, 3502 cm-', at the TZ2P MPa level), enough data have been collected (see Table VI ) to ascertain ,mat the'barrier height obtained at the cc-pVQZ CCSD(T) level, 3947 cm-', should be accurate to within 250 cm-'. Naturally, this equilibrium value should be corrected for the effects of zero-point vibrations (ZPVE). Assuming a one-dimensional motion, a preliminary estimate of ZPVE is +563 cm-', based on the TZ2Pff CCSD(T) frequency data of Grev and Schaefer.22 This means that the final estimate of the effective barrier height of the one-dimensional inversion motion of Si(H,)Si is 4500+300 cm-'.
To obtain reasonable theoretical estimates of the inversion potential [V(x)] and the inversion splittings, restricted geometry optimizations have been performed at the DZP MP2 level choosing the x inversion coordinate to be, as before, the distance between the Sim--Si and H---H midpoints. The inexpensive DZP MP2 level was chosen for the theoretical calculations as the DZP MP2 bare barrier height, 4245 -l, is slightly lower than the best estimate of the effective t>er height, 4500?300-cm-'. During the restricted geometry optimizations the value of x was fixed (xe{O, 1.2}, Ax = 0.1 A). The discrete DZP MP2 energy points can be approximated to better than 2 cm-' with the following model (c) an average reduced mass of 0.51 amu. Convergence for the first six eigenvalues is achieved by the time 59 optimized basis functions are used. The following splittings have been determined: OS-Oa=0.0239 cm-', ls-1"=2.12 cm-', and 2S-2n=62.2 cm-'. The predicted value for the ground state is large enough to induce observable splittings of the rotational lines. However, experimental observation of this inversion splitting appears to be difficult in view of the low S/N ratio obtained on the 2gSi(H,)28Si and 30Si(H2)28Si lines observed in natural abundance and of the 1:3 intensity ratio of the two components.
V. CONCLUSION
The study of a silane plasma by high resolution millimeter-wave spectroscopy led to the experimental discovery of dibridged disilyne Si(HJSi. The observation of four different isotopomers 28Si(H&28Si, 2gSi(H,)28Si, 3oSi(H2)28Si, and 28Si(D2)28Si allowed the determination of a substitution structure. The geometry parameters obtained are in very good agreement with their ab ini& counterparts. A group theory analysis of a possible inversion motion showed that splitting of the lines with a 1:3 intensity ratio should occur for the 2gSi and 3oSi isotopic monosubstitution. However, no splitting was experimentally detected with our standard sensitivity.
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